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The Climate Change Adaptation Digital Twin[1] aims to deliver multi-decadal simulations at kilometer scale at high temporal
resolution. For that purpose, it uses three coupled models (ICON, IFS-NEMO, and IFS-FESOM) that output in a standardized
way (Generic State Vector, GSV), and runs on EuroHPC platforms, such as LUMI and MareNostrum5. The Digital Twin En-
gine includes essential components such as climate models, other software related to data streaming (GSV interface, one-pass
algorithms[2], MARS) and model output management (MultIO[3], FDB[4]), and data consumers. This requires a workflow

management solution to run portable and scalable climate simulation workflows across different HPC systems. We developed a
flexible, fully parametrized, and platform-agnostic workflow, using Autosubmit[5]. It has served as the primary instrument
for methodically configuring, managing, and conducting experiments. The developed workflow handles the deployment of the
climate model, simulation triggering and monitoring, data processing, result generation by the use cases, and the archival of the
data. Some of the components are run with containers to ensure consistent deployment across HPCs.

Workflow overview

The workflow includes three distinct modes: end-to-end, which generates model
data and simultaneously streams it to data consumers; model, which executes the
climate model components at high resolution; and applications, utilizing pre-
existing data offline.
There are some common initial steps when running the workflow in any of these
three modes, such as model and/or application deployment on HPC infrastructure,
and rigorous checks that ensure subsequent steps’ efficiency, crucial due to their
resource-intensive nature and queuing requirements.

Data streaming

The workflow includes immediate and continuous data processing, promoting
scalability in temporal and spatial resolution[6]. This approach ensures the ef-
ficient handling of intricate climate models, meeting the demands for high-
resolution temporal and spatial data, while enhancing user accessibility and
adaptability across different computational environments.
For the end-to-end mode, a data listening mechanism activates concurrently
with model execution: upon commencement, a task awaits data arrival, trigger-
ing subsequent tasks responsible for data retrieval and computation of statistics
requested by applications. Following data processing, applications execute and
yield results.
The data consumers that run along with the model can use the data as soon as it
is produced. To achieve this, two new features were added to Autosubmit:

• Start conditions in the dependencies: the data listening mechanism is triggered
when the model starts running, so the data is consumed as soon as it is pro-
duced.

• Dependencies between splits (finer level of granularity).

Figure 1: Workflow overview

Workflow configuration

We’ve optimized the configuration process by creating a user-friendly structure that simplifies the interface for scien-
tists, hiding the model’s inherent complexity in setting up simulations. The user can run a simulation by specifying just
a small set of keys in a single YAML file, that act as switches for the background configuration. If more customization
is desired, the user can overwrite any parameter of the configuration.
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Figure 2: Configuration scheme. The user chooses between three different modes and then chooses the parameters for the experiment.

Traceability, robustness and efficiency

One experiment is conducted by executing a series of sim-
ulations. The experiment configuration is stored and pre-
served, as well as the logs of each command and the output
logs of the tasks.

Benefits from Autosubmit

• Ensures the tracking of processes and the ability to re-
produce results accurately.

• Automatic collection of performance metrics, which
measure the efficiency of the simulation performed.

• If the HPC experiences instabilities or failures, Autosub-
mit is capable of resubmitting the failed tasks.

• Job aggregation capabilities (wrappers) allow to reduce
the time-to-solution by reducing queuing times and opti-
mizing resource usage.

Figure 3: The workflow code and configuration are stored in a repos-
itory, and the model sources are included as git submodules. Git sub-
modules have a fixed commit, so each release of the model has fixed
model sources.

Conclusions

The described workflow has been able to suc-
cessfully perform simulations for Phase 1 of
the Climate Change Adaptation Digital Twin.
It is a robust solution that ensures the traceabil-
ity and reproducibility of the results obtained.
It has been widely used by scientists and tech-
nicians to run simulations, reproducibility tests
or performance analysis in a standardized way.
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